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Executive Summary
This deliverable is a preliminary report on state of the art software-based resiliency techniques
for high performance computing (HPC). The document overviews the past resiliency challenges
and the proposed solutions to address them. It reviews what the future resiliency challenges
would be in exascale computing and tries to project research directions to tackle these
problems.
Resilience is a major roadblock for HPC executions on future exascale systems. These
systems will typically gather millions of CPU cores running up to a billion threads. Projections
from current large systems and technology evolution predict errors will happen in exascale
systems many times per day. These errors will propagate and generate various kinds of
malfunctions, from simple process crashes to result corruptions.
The state of the art research made extraordinary technical progress in many domains related to
exascale resilience. Several technical options, initially considered to be inapplicable to or
unrealistic in the HPC context, have demonstrated surprising successes. Despite this progress,
the exascale resilience problem is not solved, and the community is still facing the difficult
challenge of ensuring that exascale applications complete and generate correct results while
running on unstable systems. Many workshops, studies, and reports have improved the
definition of the resilience problem and provided refined recommendations. Some projections
made during the previous decades and some priorities established from these projections need
to be revised.
Part of this document was published in: Franck Cappello, Al Geist, William Gropp, Sanjay Kale,
Bill Kramer, Marc Snir, “Toward Exascale Resiliency: 2014 Update”, Supercomputing Frontiers
and Innovations, Vol 1, No 1, 2014 - http://superfri.org/superfri/article/view/14
The findings described in this document has been mentioned at insideHPC
(http://insidehpc.com/2014/07/new-paper-toward-exascale-resilience-2014-update/) and
received large publicity.
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1 Introduction
As we get closer to exascale computing, along with power and performance, reliability
becomes the third main concern for future high performance computing (HPC). Probability of
faults, that cause errors and consequently result in failures is orders of magnitude higher for
supercomputers compared to a standalone desktop PC. Faults can be transient or permanent.
Transient faults are a temporary change in the logic values of the latches or hardware logic
structures. Transient faults may happen because of high-energy particles or external factors
such as high operational temperatures. Permanent faults such as stuck-bit faults are
permanent malfunction of hardware components. Permanent faults may happen due to ware
out, fabrication defect or a physical damage. Without effective and efficient resiliency
techniques, applications that run for many hours on thousands of nodes would not be able to
complete successfully or produce an incorrect result.
Supercomputers which are assembled by thousands of nodes and millions of hardware
components would be effectively inoperable if fault tolerance techniques were not successfully
employed. In principle, fault tolerance is achieved by detecting errors, notifying about the
detected errors and recovering or compensating the detected errors. Various fault tolerance
techniques exist both in hardware and software. Software-based fault tolerance techniques are
of particular interest for the MontBlanc 2013-2016 project because the MontBlac prototype
supercomputer is to be assembled of commodity of the shelf (COTS) components which does
not have built-in error-correcting codes (ECC). Without ECC, supercomputers like MontBlanc
are expected to experience fault frequently and thus rendering the entire system inoperable or
the results it non-trustable.
This document makes a survey of state of the art in software-based fault tolerance techniques
for HPC.

2 Software-Based Fault Tolerance
This section discusses the progress in software-based techniques for fault tolerance including
handling fail-stop errors by checkpointing, forward recovery, replication, failure prediction, and
silent data corruption mitigation.

2.1 Checkpointing
To tolerate fail-stop errors (node, OS or process crash, network disconnections, etc.), all
current production-quality technologies rely on the classic rollback recovery approach using
checkpoint restart (application-level or system-level). Solutions focus on applications using MPI
and Charm++. The most popular approach is application-level checkpointing, where the
programmer defines the state that needs to be stored in order to guarantee a correct recovery
in case of failure. The programmer adds some specific functions in the application to save
essential state and restore from this state in case of failure. One of the drawbacks of
checkpointing in general, and of application-level checkpointing in particular, is the
nonoptimality of checkpoint intervals. Another drawback is the burden placed on the I/O
infrastructure, since the checkpoint I/O may actually interfere with communication and I/O of
other applications. The impact of suboptimal checkpoint intervals is investigated in [45].
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System-level checkpoint can also be used in production, with technologies such as BLCR [41].
Some recent research in this domain focuses on the integration of incremental checkpointing in
BLCR. In the past few years, research teams have developed mechanisms to checkpoint
accelerators [55, 57].
The norm in 2009 was to store the application state on remote storage, generally a parallel file
system, through I/O nodes. Checkpoint time was significant (often 15-30 minutes), because of
the limited bandwidth of the parallel file system. When checkpoint time is close to the MTBF,
the system spends all its time checkpointing and restarting, with little forward progress. Since
the MTBF may be an hour or less on exascale platforms, new techniques are needed in order
to reduce checkpoint time.
One way of achieving such a reduction is to reduce the checkpoint size. Techniques such as
memory exclusion, data compression, and compiler analysis to detect dead variables have
been proposed. More recently some researchers have explored hybrid checkpointing [63], data
aggregation [44], incremental checkpointing in the context of OpenMP [11], and data
deduplication with the hope that processes involved in parallel HPC executions have enough
similarities in memory [67] to reduce the size of the data sets necessary to be saved. However,
what we mentioned five years ago is still valid: Programmers are in the best position to know
the critical data of their application but they cannot use adaptive data protection other than by
doing it manually. Annotations about ways to protect or check key data, computations, or
communications are still a relevant direction.
Another way of reducing checkpoint time is to reduce the usage of disks for checkpoint storage.
In-memory checkpointing has been demonstrated to be fast and scalable [18]. In addition,
multilevel checkpointing technologies such as FTI [2] and SCR [52] are increasingly popular.
Multilevel checkpointing involves combining several storage technologies (multiple levels) to
store the checkpoint, each level offering specific overhead and reliability trade-offs. The
checkpoint is first stored in the highest performance storage technology, which generally is the
local memory or a local SSD. This level supports process failure but not node failure. The
second level stores the checkpoint in remote memory of remote SSD. This second level
supports a single-node failure. The third level corresponds to the encoding the checkpoints in
blocks and in distributing the blocks in multiple nodes. This approach supports multinode
failures. Generally, the last level of checkpointing is still the parallel file system. This last level
supports catastrophic failures such as full system outage. Charm++ provides similar multilevel
checkpointing mechanisms [16]. The checkpoint period can be defined in different ways.
Checkpoints also can be moved between levels in various ways, for example, by using a
dedicated thread [2] or agents running on additional nodes [61]). A new semi-blocking
checkpoint protocol leverages multiple levels of checkpoint to decrease checkpoint time [54]. A
recent result computes the optimal combination of checkpoint levels and the optimal checkpoint
intervals for all levels given the checkpoint size, the performance of each level, and the failure
distributions for each level [56]. Other recent research concerns the understanding of the
energy footprint of multilevel checkpointing and the exploration of trade-offs between energy
optimization and performance overhead. The progress in multilevel checkpointing is
outstanding, and some initiatives are looking at the definition of a standard interface.
By offering fast checkpointing at the first level, multilevel checkpointing also offers the
opportunity to increase the checkpoint frequency and checkpoint at a smaller granularity. For
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example instead of checkpointing at the outermost loop of an iterative method, multilevel
checkpointing could be used in some inner loops of the iterative method. Reducing the
granularity of checkpointing is also the objective of task-based fault tolerance. The principle is
to consider the application code as a graph of tasks and checkpoint the input parameter of
each task on local storage with a notion of transaction: either a task is completed successfully
and its results are committed in memory, or the task is restarted from its checkpointed input
parameters. This approach is particularly relevant for future nonvolatile memory on computing
nodes. The nonvolatile memory would store the input parameters checkpoints and the
committed results. The OmpSs environment offers a first prototype of this approach [62]. One
of the key questions is how to ensure a consistent restart in case of a node failure. Solutions
need to consider how to store the execution graph and the local memory content in order to
tolerate a diversity of failure scenarios.
The past five years have also seen excellent advances in checkpointing protocols. Classic
checkpointing protocols are used to capture the state of distributed executions so that, after a
failure, the distributed executions (or a part of them) restart and produce a correct execution
[24]. In the HPC domain, classic checkpointing protocols are rarely used in production
environments because most of the applications use application-level checkpointing that
implicitly coordinates the capture of the distributed state and guarantees the correctness of the
execution after restart. Without additional support, however, application-level checkpointing
imposes global restart even if a single process fails. Message-logging fault-tolerant protocols
offer a solution to avoid global restart and to restart only the failed processes. By logging the
messages during the execution and replaying messages during recovery, they allow the local
state reconstruction of the failed processes (partial restart). The main limitation is the necessity
to log all messages of the execution. Several novel fault tolerance protocols overcome this
limitation by reducing significantly the number of messages to log. They fall into the class of
hierarchical fault tolerance protocols, forming clusters of processes and using coordinated
checkpointing inside clusters and message logging between clusters [39, 51, 58]. Such
protocols need to manage causal dependencies between processes in order to ensure correct
recovery. Multiple approaches have been proposed for reducing the overhead of storing causal
dependency information [8, 12].
Partial restart opens opportunities for accelerated recovery. Charm++ and AMPI accelerate
recovery by redistributing recovering processes on nodes that are not restarting [13]. Message
logging can by itself accelerate recovery because messages needed by recovering processes
are immediately available and messages to be sent to nonrestarting processes are just
canceled [58]. These two aspects reduce the communication time during recovery. A recent
advance in hierarchical fault tolerance protocols is the formulation and solving of the optimal
checkpoint interval in this context [6]. Partial restart also opens the opportunity to schedule
other jobs (than the recovering one) on resources running nonrestarting processes during the
recovery of the failed processes. While this principle does not improve the execution
performance for the job affected by the failure, it significantly improved the throughput of the
platform that execute more jobs in a given amount of time compared with restarting all the
processes of a job when a failure occurs [9]. This new result demonstrates another benefit of
message-logging protocols that was not known before.
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2.2 Forward Recovery
In some cases, the application can handle the error and execute some actions to terminate
cleanly (checkpoint on failure [4]) or follow some specific recovery procedure without relying on
classic rollback recovery. Such applications use some form of algorithmic fault tolerance. The
application needs to be notified of the error and runs forward recovery steps that may involve
access to past or remote data to correct (sometimes partially) or compensate the error and its
effect, depending on the latency of the error detection.
A prerequisite for rollforward recovery is that some application processes and the runtime
environment stay alive. While standard MPI does not preclude an application continuing after a
fault [38], the MPI standard does not provide any specification of the behavior of an MPI
application after a fault. For that purpose, researchers have developed several resilient MPI
designs and implementations. The FT-MPI (fault-tolerant MPI) library [30, 43] was a first
implementation of that approach. As the latest development, ULFM [5] allows the application to
get notifications of errors and to use specific functions to reorganize the execution for forward
recovery. Standardization of resilient MPI is complex; and despite several attempts, the MPI
Forum has not reached a consensus on the principles of a resilient MPI. The GVR [25] system
developed at the University of Chicago also provides mechanisms for application-specified
forward error recovery. GVR design features two key concepts: (1) a global view of distributed
arrays to processes and (2) versioning of these distributed arrays for resilience. APIs allow
navigation of multiple versions for flexible recovery. Several applications have been tested with
GVR.

2.3 Replication
Understanding of replication has progressed significantly in the past five years. Several teams
have developed MPI and Charm++ prototypes offering process-level replication. Process-level
replication of parallel executions is more reliable than replicated parallel executions under the
assumption that the replication scheme itself is reliable. Several challenges need to be solved
in order to make replication an attractive approach for resilience in HPC. First, the overhead of
replication on the application execution time should be negligible. Second, replication needs to
guarantee equivalent state of process replicas 1 , which is not trivial because some MPI
operations are not deterministic. A third, more complex challenge is the reduction of the
resource and energy cost of replication. By default, replication needs twice the number of
resources compared with nonreplicated execution.
One major replication overhead comes from the management of extra messages required for
replication. Without specific optimization, when a replicated process sends a message to
another replicated process, four communications of that message take place. rMPI addresses
this problem by reducing the number of communications between replicas [31]. rMPI and MRMPI [26] orchestrate non-MPI deterministic operations between process replicas to ensure
equiva-lence of internal state. While rMPI and MR-MPI focus on process replication to address
fail-stop errors, RedMPI [33] leverages process replication for detection of silent data
corruptions (SDCs). The principle of RedMPI is to compare on the receiver side messages sent
by replicated senders. If the message contents differ, a silent data corruption is suspected.
RedMPI offers an optimization to avoid sending all messages needed in a pure replication
Internal state of process replicas do not need to be identical, but external interactions of each process replica
should be consistent with a correct execution of the parallel application.
1
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scheme and to avoid comparing the full content of long messages. For each MPI message,
replicated senders compute locally a hash of the message content, and only one of the
replicated senders actually sends the message and the hash code to replicated receivers.
Other replicas of the senders send only the hash code. Receivers then compare locally the
hash code received from the replicated senders.
Reducing the resource overhead of process replication is a major challenge. One study [32],
however, shows that replication can be more efficient than rollback recovery in some extreme
situations where the MTBF of the system is extremely low and the time to checkpoint and
restart is high. While recent progress in multilevel checkpointing make these situations unlikely,
the results in [32] demonstrate that high rollback recovery overheads can lead to huge resource
waste, up to the point where replication becomes a more efficient alternative. MR-MPI explores
another way of reducing replication resource overhead by offering partial replication, where
only a fraction of the processes are replicated. This approach is relevant when the platform
presents some asymmetry in reliability (some resources being more fragile than others) and
when this asymmetry can be monitored. Partial replication should be complemented by
checkpoint restart to tolerate failures of non-replicated processes [22]. Some libraries, for
example, the ACR library [53] for MPI and Charm++ programs, cover both hard failures and
SDCs from replication.

2.4 Failure Prediction
One domain that has made exceptional progress in the past five years is failure prediction.
Before 2009, considerable research focused on how to avoid failures and their effects if failures
could be predicted. Researchers explored the design and benefits of actions such as proactive
migration of checkpointing [27, 48, 64]. The prediction of failures itself, however, was still an
open issue. Recent results from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [34, 35, 36] and
the Illinois Institute of Technology [66, 37] clearly demonstrate the feasibility of error prediction
for different systems: the Blue Waters CRAY system based on AMD processors and NVIDIA
GPUs and the Blue Gene system based on IBM proprietary components. Failure prediction
techniques have progressed by combining data mining with signal analysis and methods to
spot outliers.
Some failures can be predicted with more than 60% accuracy2 on the Blue Waters system.
Further research is needed to extend the results to other subsystems, such as the file system.
We are still far from the accuracy needed to switch from pure reactive fault tolerance to truly
proactive fault tolerance.
Other advances concern the combination of application-level checkpointing and failure
prediction [7]. An important question is how to run the failure predictor on large infrastructures.
One approach is to run a failure predictor in each node of a system in order to avoid the
scalability limitation of global failure prediction. This approach faces two difficulties: (1) local
failure prediction will impose an overhead on the application running on the node, and (2) local
failure prediction is less accurate than global failure prediction because the failure predictors
have only a local view. These two difficulties are explained in [7]. Another important question is
how to compute the optimal interval of preventive checkpoints when a proportion of the failures
Accuracy here is defined as the prediction recall: the number of correctly predicted failures divided by the
number of actual failures.
2
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are predicted [7]. In particular, many formulations of the optimal checkpoint interval problem
consider that failures follow an exponential distribution of interarrival times. This approximation
may be acceptable if we consider all failures in the system. Is it acceptable for failure that are
not predicted correctly and for which preventive checkpointing is needed?

2.5 Energy Consumption
A new topic emerged in the community few years ago: energy consumption of fault tolerance
mechanisms. The first paper on the topic we are aware of [21] presents a study of the energy
footprint of fault tolerance protocols. The important conclusion of the survey is that, at least for
clusters, little difference exists between checkpointing protocols. The study also shows that the
difference in energy depends mainly on the difference in execution time and only slightly on the
difference of power consumption of the operation performed by the different protocols. The
reason is that the power consumptions of computing, checkpointing, and message logging are
close in clusters.
Some teams [50] developed models for expected run time and energy consumption for global
recovery, message logging, and parallel recovery protocols. These models show in an
exascale scenario that parallel recovery outperforms coordinated checkpointing protocols since
parallel recovery reduces the rework time. Other researchers [1] developed performance and
energy models and formulated an optimal checkpointing period considering energy
consumption as the objective to optimize.
Another research issue is the energy optimization of checkpoint/restart on local nonvolatile
memory [59]. The intersection of resilience and energy consumption is also explored in a
recent study [60].

2.6 Mitigating Silent Data Corruptions
One of the main challenges that HPC resilience faces at extreme scale and in particular in
exascale systems and beyond is the mitigation of silent data corruptions (SDCs). As mentioned
in previous sections, the risk of silent data corruptions is increasing. Several studies have
explored the impact of SDCs in execution results [10, 23, 47]. These studies show that a
majority of SDCs leads to noticeable impacts such as crashes and hangs but that only a small
fraction of them actually corrupt the results. Nevertheless, the likelihood of generating wrong
results because of SDC is significant enough to warrant study of mitigation techniques.
An excellent survey of error detection techniques is presented in [46]. A classic way to detect a
large proportion of SDCs (but not all) is replicating executions and comparing results. Following
this approach, RedMPI [33] offers replication at the MPI process level, and replication at the
thread level is studied in [65] by leveraging hardware transactional memory. The first issue with
SDC detection by replication is the overhead in resources. A second issue is that, in principle,
comparison of results supposes that execution generates identical results, which means
obtaining bit-to-bit deterministic results from executions using same input parameters.
Applications may not have this property because of nondeterministic operations performed
during the execution. In general the trend toward more asynchrony and more load balancing
plays against deterministic executions. Then the detection from replication becomes the
problem of evaluating the similarity of results generated from replicated executions.
Quantification of this similarity is an extremely hard problem because it assumes an
understanding of how results diverge as a result of undeterministic operations, which itself
10
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depends on the thorough understanding of roundoff error propagation. Consequently, in SDC
detection explore solutions that require less resources and potentially relax the precision of
detection.
A recent direction could be called approximate replication. The principle of approximate
replication is to run the normal computation along with an approximate computation that
generates an approximate result. The comparison is then performed between the result and the
approximate result. The approximate calculation gives upper and lower bounds within which
the result of the normal calculation should be. Results outside the bounds are suspect; and
corrective actions, such as further verification or re-execution, may be triggered. Approximate
replication is a generic approach. It could be performed at the numerical method [5] level. It
also could be used at the hardware level by comparing floating-point results of a normal
operator with the ones of an approximate operator [19, 20, 49].
Another important issue related to SDC detection is the choice of methodology for evaluating
and comparing algorithms. The standard process is to inject faults and obtain statistics on
coverage and recovery overheads. Simulating hardware at the physical level is not feasible,
and simulating it at a register transfer level is onerous. Most researchers inject faults in higherlevel simulators [17]. But it is difficult to validate such fault injectors and know how the fault
patterns they exhibit are related to faults exhibited by real hardware. A recent study compares
different injection methods and their accuracy for the SPECint benchmark [14]. However, the
accuracy of injection in HPC applications is still an open problem.

2.7 Integrative Approaches
The community has expressed in several reports the need for integrative approaches
considering all layers from the hardware to the application. At least five projects explore this
notion in different ways. One recent study demonstrates the benefit of cross-layer management
of faults [42]. The containment domains approach [15] proposes a model of fault management
based on a hierarchical design. Domains at a given level are supposed to detect and contain
faults using techniques available at that level. If faults cannot be handled at that level, then the
fault management becomes the responsibility of the next level in the hierarchy. Containment
approaches operate between domains of the same level and between levels. Such approaches
are applicable, in principle, at the hardware level and at all other software levels.
A different approach is proposed by the BEACON pub/sub mechanism in the Argo project [28],
the GIB infrastructure in the Hobbes project [29], and the open resilience framework of the
GVR project [25]. These mechanisms extend in different ways the concept of communication
between software layers, originally proposed in the CIFTS project [40]. BEACON, GIB, and
CIFTS/FTB are backplanes implementing exchanges of notifications and commands about
errors and failures between software running on a system. Response managers should
complement backplane infrastructures by lessening error and failure events and implementing
mitigation plans.

3 Summary
This deliverable highlighted the problem of reliability for the future exascale systems and the
need for further research in the area of resiliency. The reliability is widely believed to be one of
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the major roadblocks in exascale computing. Future systems which are mainly to be assembled
from commodity components that lack sophisticated error checking and correction implemented
in hardware. Unless complementary resiliency solutions are provided in software, such large
HPC system would be effectively inutile because they would fail in every few minutes because
of a fault.
This document surveyed the most recent progress in research of resiliency HPC. It identified
the possibilities that some of the techniques can be reused in exascale and others that may
simply not scale need to be revised. The next steps of the resiliency work package in
MontBlanc 2013-2016 would be to drive further study the existing resiliency techniques within
the context of the prototype as well as propose new resiliency techniques.
Among the many fault tolerance techniques and research directions, exploring fault tolerance
within task-based parallel programming models such as OmpSs [62] seems to deliver
promising results for large scale parallelism. Tasks naturally delimit the scope of the program
that has to be protected and thus the boundaries where the checkpoints should be taken. In
addition, checkpointing tasks is a lightweight process with a negligible overheads because it
requires taking a snapshot of task’s inputs only. Early experimentations with OmpSs and
Nanos show promising results that we would also evaluate on the MontBlanc prototype.
Moreover, task checkpoint and recovery may have even larger potential when combined with
the emerging non-volatile main memories. The task inputs and outputs can be persisted in form
of a graph matching the execution order of the tasks. Then the execution can be rolled back
and forth arbitrary number of tasks and thus provide not only reliability for a single task but also
reliability
across
multiple
tasks.
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- Each term should be bulleted with a definition
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